
Designer furniture and luxury materials elevate this interior style towards a high end demographic. 
Dark timbers juxtaposed with gleaming metallic finishes set this style apart as a lavish option for 
suited apartments and homes aimed at the top end of the market.

1  Luxe



A vibrant contemporary styling approach with select on trend furniture pieces.  
Ideal for compact living and dining spaces. Suited to suburban and inner city apartments.  
This style can be extended to suit a larger home.  
Warm tones, stylish furnishings and a youthful edge define this style.

2  Modern Urban



This neutral colour palette is adaptable to many internal spaces. The furnishings are modern 
whilst remaining classic and understated. Simple and elegant pieces place this style in the mid 
range, catering to a wide demographic.

3  Modern Luxe



Clean edges, simple materials and black lines are the signature of this interior style. Hints of 
rough concrete and weathered copper appear in the selected home wares and reinforce the 
minimal, on trend approach of this space. This style exudes a cool, effortless feel and is well 
suited to high end apartment living and boutique homes.

4  Minimal



A youthful urban style with industrial undertones. This scheme is predominantly monochromatic 
and draws upon a New York loft style aesthetic to convey a metropolitan warehouse look. Suited 
to a younger demographic, this look is ideal for property development in up and coming areas, 
wanting to portray a trendy lifestyle.

5  Industrial Edge



A high end classic look suited to a mature demographic, looking to downsize to townhouse 
or apartment style living. This style incorporates luxury elements with a neutral base colour 
scheme. The contemporary, classic furnishings offer a sophisticated aesthetic, appealing to 
those with more elegant, refined taste.

6  Modern Classic



An earthy, organic look, defined by natural materials such as light timbers and marble. Greenery 
is used to soften the solid furnishings and pops of colour in the textiles offer a warm vibrancy. 
This style portrays a soothing atmosphere and is perfectly suited to any property hoping to  
exhibit a relaxed lifestyle, despite the proximity to the coast line.

7  Modern Coastal



A warm and inviting country style interior, incorporating natural timbers and classically styled  
furnishings. Green tones and plants break up the space and incorporate some graphical interest 
to the soft furnishings. This style is suited to a mature demographic, who are looking to bring 
their own style into a smaller home.

8  Modern Country



Hard timber elements are set off by light linen upholstery furniture and elegant styling to soften 
the interior space and create a comfortable and familiar environment. This interior styling would 
suit a range of demographics as the classic elements are accompanied by high end material 
finishes.

9  Country Living



The detailed Hampton furniture in a monotone colour scheme creates a relaxing space for a 
mature clientele to enjoy. With minimal styling the space is balanced with the attention to detail 
highlighted in the herringbone flooring and larger furniture items.

10  Modern Hampton
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